Bubble Wrap Cowl UK

This cowl is very easy and quick too thanks to the chunky yarn and 10mm hook. You can easily
adjust the size by adding/subtracting and even number of stitches. It works in rows as well as
rounds too. So get hold of some chunky yarn and get crocheting!
Materials:
260m/200g super chunky yarn – I used Debbie Bliss Paloma:
•
•
•

130m/100g grey (“Charcoal”)
65m/50g red (“Ruby”)
65m/50g beige (“Pebble”)

Size 10mm hook
Special Stitch: Puff stitch
The puff stitch is essentially the same as a htr4tog, all worked in to one stitch. The main thing to
remember is to draw each loop up to the height of the row so that each stitch has plenty of puff:
*Yarn over hook, insert hook into ch-sp, draw up a loop to the height of the row, repeat from * 3
more times (9 loops on hook), yarn over and draw through all 9 loops. (You will secure the puff with
a ch1, this is written in to the pattern)
You can watch my video on making puff stitches here – but remember this video is for a slightly
different project.
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Pattern:
Cowl is worked in the round after the first row. The reason for this is that it is easier to make sure
your chain isn’t twisted when you join it to make the round.
Ch80 (or an even number of your desired length). This will give 40 puff stitches in each round.
Row 1: Ch1 (counts as dc), ch1, dc in 5th chain from hook, ch1, sk1ch, dc, repeat from * until 1ch
remains, ch1, sl-st into the ch-sp at the other end of the work being careful not to twist. This joins
the round. (40 ch-sps)
Later you can weave in the tail to attach the loose chain in to the same ch space just joined to. Now
work in the round for the remainder of the cowl.
Round 2: Ch2. Puff st in same ch-sp, ch 1, puff st in next ch-sp, repeat from * around, join into the
top of the ch2 with a sl-st. (40 puff sts made – and 40 ch sps)
Round 3: Ch 1, dc in ch-sp, repeat from * around, join into first ch1 with a sl-st. (40dc and 40ch-sps)
Repeat rounds 2 and 3 until cowl is desired width. Change colours as desired (example pictured
changed every 4 rounds – not including row 1). Finish on a Round 3 to mirror the foundation row
on the other side of the cowl.
Weave in all ends. No blocking needed – this cowl is made for puffy structure not drape!
I’d love to see how this turns out in a variegated yarn so make sure you share your project pictures
on Ravelry!
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